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Abstract

Introduction: In 2017 Canada increased alcohol excise taxes for the first time in over three decades. In this article, we describe a model to estimate various effects of additional tax and price policies that are predicted to improve health outcomes.

Methods: We obtained alcohol sales and taxation data for 2016/17 for all Canadian jurisdictions from Statistics Canada and product-level sales data for British Columbia. We modelled effects of alternative price and tax policies—revenue-neutral taxes, inflation-adjusted taxes and minimum unit prices (MUPs)—on consumption, revenues and harms. We used published price elasticities to estimate impacts on consumption and revenue and the International Model for Alcohol Harms and Policies (InterMAHP) to estimate impacts on alcohol-attributable mortality and morbidity.

Results: Other things being equal, revenue-neutral alcohol volumetric taxes (AVT) would have minimal influence on overall alcohol consumption and related harms. Inflation-adjusted AVT would result in 3.83% less consumption, 329 fewer deaths and 3762 fewer hospital admissions. A MUP of $1.75 per standard drink (equal to 17.05 mL ethanol) would have reduced consumption by 8.68% in 2016, which in turn would have reduced the number of deaths by 732 and the number of hospitalizations by 8329 that year. Indexing alcohol excise taxes between 1991/92 and 2016/17 would have resulted in the federal government gaining approximately $10.97 billion. We estimated this could have prevented 4000–5400 deaths and 43 000–56 000 hospitalizations.

Conclusions: Improved public health outcomes would be made possible by (1) increasing alcohol excise tax rates across all beverages to compensate for past failures to index rates, and (2) setting a MUP of at least $1.75 per standard drink. While reducing alcohol-caused harms, these tax policies would have the added benefit of increasing federal government revenues.
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Introduction

Alcohol consumption in Canada was associated with approximately 15 000 preventable deaths, 90 000 preventable hospital admissions and 245 000 potential years of life lost in 2014.1 The collective impact of alcohol use on health care, crime and lost productivity was estimated at $14.6 billion, higher than the costs of tobacco use and the costs of all other psychoactive substances combined, including opioids and cannabis.1

In 2016/17, the reference fiscal year we use in this paper, Canada collected $1.6 billion from excise taxes on alcohol,
and $634 million from goods and services tax (GST) applied to alcohol.2

Alcohol excise taxes have a significant but, in most countries, substantially untapped potential to improve public health and safety outcomes.3 In most countries, excise taxes are applied to the wholesale price of alcohol and then multiplied by profit margins and sales taxes. Thus, the effects of excise taxes on final prices can be considerable. Pricing and taxation strategies are considered among the most effective at reducing alcohol consumption and related harms.4–5 In a much-cited systematic review that included 1003 observations from 112 studies covering more than 30 countries, Wagenaar et al. concluded that, on average, a 10% increase in alcohol prices results in a 4.4% reduction in consumption.6 The same research group also estimated significant impacts of price changes on alcohol-related morbidity and mortality.7

Thomas et al.3 outlined elements of taxation and pricing strategies with strong theoretical and empirical support for their impacts on consumption and related harms. Giesbrecht et al.8 and Wettlaufer et al.9 operationalized these and assessed the implementation of ideal pricing and taxing strategies that achieve the following objectives:

- Taxes are applied comprehensively across all beverage types at a rate per unit of pure alcohol, often referred to as an alcohol volumetric tax (AVT). These generally result in drinks with higher alcohol content (both by strength and volume) being more expensive than less hazardous, lower alcohol content drinks;
- Tax rates are applied per unit of alcohol (e.g. per litre of ethanol or standard drink) and indexed to inflation to ensure that their real values do not erode over time;
- “Floor” or minimum prices are set, also at a rate per unit of pure alcohol, to restrict the availability of cheap and high strength alcohol.

In many countries, excise tax rates and pricing do not follow these principles. For example, it is common for wine excise taxes to be set per litre of beverage rather than per litre of ethanol. This means that high strength alcohol products have the same tax per litre as lower strength products.10 Many countries have ad valorem (value-based) excise tax rates (i.e. set as a per cent of wholesale price and unrelated to alcohol content) that favour cheap, high strength beverages. Many jurisdictions do not routinely adjust volumetric excise tax rates with the cost of living. As a result, these tax rates decline in value and hence effectiveness over time.9 This was the case for Canada between 1985 and 2017.11,12 The only revisions made in that time were to compensate for introducing a 6% GST in 199113 and then reducing this to 5% in 2006.14,15

Another common shortcoming is the practice of applying much higher excise tax rates to products above a particular percentage alcohol content by volume. For example, excise taxes in Canada increase for products above 7% alcohol by volume (ABV); as a consequence, most ciders and coolers have exactly 7% ABV, maximizing the amount of alcohol sold to consumers for the least price. An excise tax that increases continuously and gradually according to the strength of alcoholic drinks should minimize such clustering of relatively strong, low-priced drinks.

While all excise tax rates in Canada are volumetric (volume-based) rather than value-based, they are only “alcohol volumetric” for spirits with ABV greater than 7%. Most Canadian provinces and territories also impose some kind of minimum price on alcohol sales from liquor stores and/or bars and restaurants.3 However, these vary greatly in value, comprehensiveness and how they are applied.16 For example, some provinces or territories fail to apply minimum prices to all beverage types; set low minimum prices that potentially affect very few products; calculate minimum prices by product volume rather than pure ethanol (i.e. they do not set minimum prices per standard drink or unit); or do not index minimum price rates with inflation.3

Given the strong evidence for the effectiveness of minimum pricing as a public health measure,17–19 Wettlaufer et al.9 recommended that the federal government encourage a standard national minimum price of at least $1.71 per standard drink (equal to 17.05 mL ethanol), that is, a minimum unit price (MUP).

In this paper, we take advantage of access to unique, detailed datasets from a provincial government alcohol distributor that provide product-level data on prices, alcohol content and sales volumes. These were integrated with other national datasets to help model the effects of excise tax reforms on government revenues, per capita alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harms. We approximated per capita alcohol consumption changes based on published alcohol price elasticity data, and estimated impacts of alcohol consumption changes on health harms using an open access Internet-based modelling tool, the International Model for Alcohol Harms and Policies (InterMAHP).20 Specifically, we modelled the following policy scenarios for the fiscal year 2016/17:

Scenario 1: Revenue-neutral Canadian excise taxes calculated at “uniform” versus “stratified” rates by beverage type and quality class; rates set per litre of pure ethanol while maintaining the tax burden on, and revenues from, alcohol sales constant.


Scenario 3: MUPs set at either $1.50 or $1.75 per standard drink applied to all alcohol beverages.

Methods

Overall analytic strategy

For each of the selected tax and price policy scenarios, we proceeded through the following four basic steps:

1. We estimated the impact of the policy scenario on the prices of all alcoholic beverages in the Canadian market by beverage type (beers and ciders, wines, spirits) and by three price (“quality”) categories (low, medium, high).

2. We estimated how the price changes would affect the consumption of each product in the Canadian market by applying a matrix of price elasticities for each beverage type and quality category as well as cross-price elasticities between each of these categories.

3. We estimated how the changes in consumption from Step 2 would affect
federal government excise taxation revenues.

4. We estimated how the changes in consumption from Step 2 would affect alcohol-attributable morbidity and mortality in Canada using the InterMAHP.20

The degree to which the consumption of alcohol responds to changes in price (i.e. the price elasticity of alcoholic beverages)—which is determined by its starting price—is foundational to the strategy. There is a very wide distribution of alcohol prices in all developed markets, and consumers usually respond differently to price changes to cheap products than they do to expensive ones.

An added complication is that Canadian excise taxes vary substantially by beverage type and by the strength of drinks within these beverage types. In the case of beer, the level of taxation applied also depends on the volume of output of an individual brewery with lower rates applied to smaller producers. To model how price and tax policies would affect consumption overall, we estimated the distribution of alcohol sales by price for each beverage and quality category. To achieve this, we sought comprehensive individual product sales and price data from a provincial government alcohol monopoly. We estimated the distribution of prices per unit (standard drink) of pure alcohol from three samples of such data for the province of British Columbia (BC) and then applied this to national data reported by Statistics Canada on alcohol sales volumes.

Our modelling approach assumes the principle of ceteris paribus, that is, “all else being equal.” Our estimated changes in consumption, revenue and harms assume all other relevant policies, social and economic changes are held constant.

Further details on each of the four methodological steps are provided below, followed by additional details specific to each of the selected tax and price policy scenarios.

Step 1: Estimation of scenario impacts on alcohol prices

We first estimated the exact contributions of excise taxes to the final price of each alcohol product in a detailed price and sales volume dataset from BC. This was necessary in order to estimate how changes to taxation rates would affect the price and, then, the sales volumes of each product, so as to estimate the overall impact of tax changes on total alcohol consumption. We assumed a conservative pass-through of 100% from a tax increase to a price increase.22

For the scenarios involving changes in excise taxes, it was necessary to estimate how a specific change in excise tax would change the retail price of each beverage category at each point along the wide distribution of prices within that category of alcoholic beverage. We started with three samples of comprehensive individual product data provided by the BC Liquor Distribution Branch. These comprised reported prices, ethanol contents and sales volumes, one from 2014 (April to August) and two from 2016 (April and May), covering 10466 individual alcohol products. We analyzed these samples separately to test for consistency in estimates of the distributions of the key variables of interest.

Prices of all products were converted to a price per standard drink (equal to 17.05 mL pure alcohol). We calculated the proportion of those prices made up by excise taxes in the target year of 2016 on the basis of beverage type, strength and (in the case of beer) individual brewery. These excise tax price components for each beverage were then adjusted according to each excise tax scenario estimating, in turn, the change in the retail price of each product. Both the retail price per standard drink and the value of excise taxes paid on all individual beverages were then expressed as proportions of the total value of all beverages sold within that category (by beverage type and quality). This meant that the distribution of sales volumes (litres of pure alcohol) could be expressed independently of absolute price levels and of the identity of individual products in a category. These distributions were then adjusted to fit national data on the total volume and value of the sales of alcoholic beverages in Canada by beverage type for the calendar year 2016.

Following Gruenewald et al.,21 products in each beverage category were divided into low, medium and high quality groups (terciles) by price per unit of ethanol. Prices per standard drink after the application of sales tax varied between $0.69 for a cheap wine and $1617.23 for the most expensive spirits (Table 1).

We applied excise tax rates for beer, wine, spirits and coolers for that year to estimate as closely as possible the precise excise tax collected in BC from each individual product. As these were determined solely by percentage alcohol content by volume and container size for wine and spirits and were available in the price dataset, estimating these rates for these beverages was straightforward. However, federal excise tax rates on beer vary according to the annual volume produced by individual breweries, with lower excise tax rates for smaller producers. For example, rates for regular strength beers

### TABLE 1

Summary statistics from the British Columbia product-level dataset, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beverage type</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Price per standard drink ($ incl. taxes)</th>
<th>Per cent of volume sold, by beverage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>16.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirits</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>10.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: max., maximum; min., minimum.
The extent of consumption change in response to a price change is measured by its price elasticity. Price elasticity estimates the percentage change in consumption for a 1% change in price. Also, any change in consumption of any one beverage (e.g. wine) affects levels of consumption of other competing alcoholic beverages (e.g. spirits and beer). These “cross-price elasticities” are also influenced strongly by beverage quality (indexed by the relative prices of different beverages of the same type). We estimated a matrix of such elasticities by applying alcohol price and cross-price elasticities reported for Canada, with modifications by quality tercile following estimates made for Sweden.

Gruenewald et al. performed a unique analysis of detailed price and sales data provided by the Swedish government alcohol retail sales monopoly, Systembolaget, before and after a sudden change in the way alcohol prices were calculated. In broad terms, they analyzed the market for a “complex good,” such as alcohol with thousands of unique products arranged along a price-quality “spectrum” (the full price range over which competing products vary). “Quality classes” are represented along this spectrum by relative prices in which relatively lower cost goods represent lower quality goods, relatively higher priced goods represent higher quality goods, and so on.

Defining “low,” “medium” and “high” quality class beverages by beverage type, as above, Gruenewald et al. examined the effect of a substantial increase in value-based taxes on wine and spirits and a per unit liquid volume tax for all alcoholic beverages on alcohol sales. They found that consumers did substitute between beverage quality classes and demonstrated that price elasticities related to price increases on lower quality goods were much greater than price elasticities related to price increases on high quality goods. The many more options for quality substitutions available among high quality products enabled consumers of these products to substitute to lower quality products when faced with higher prices; these options are not always available to consumers of lower quality products. Not surprisingly, studies of tax pass-throughs have demonstrated that the alcohol industry knows this well; in the face of tax increases, prices on costly products are disproportionately increased over those of less costly products.

Following on this work, we defined three “own-price” (beer, wine and spirits) and two “cross-price” elasticities between quality classes for each beverage type (e.g. beer and wine, beer and spirits). “Own-price” elasticity is an estimate of how changes to the price of a particular product affect sales. “Cross-price” elasticity is an estimate of how sales of product are affected by changes in price of a different product. We then anchored these ratios by requiring that the overall own-price elasticities matched those estimated for Canada by Hill-McManus et al. We then used the resulting matrix of price elasticities to estimate how the mean price per litre of all beverage categories (by type and quality) would affect consumption. The resulting elasticity matrix is shown in Table 2.

To estimate the impacts of price changes on overall consumption, we first assigned all products to low, medium and high quality categories (terciles) based on their price per standard drink, and determined average price per litre of beverage in each category. We then compared how these mean prices would change in each scenario and applied the appropriate price elasticities shown in Table 2 to estimate changes in consumption. We assumed elasticities would work independently, that is, the total change in consumption

### TABLE 2

**Ratios of alcohol price elasticities by beverage type and quality or price per litre of ethanol**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beverage category</th>
<th>Effects of beverages of ...</th>
<th>Beer</th>
<th>Wine</th>
<th>Spirits</th>
<th>Coolers</th>
<th>Ciders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Own-price elasticities</td>
<td>Equal quality</td>
<td>-0.591</td>
<td>-0.415</td>
<td>-0.436</td>
<td>-0.362</td>
<td>-0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-beverage cross-price elasticities</td>
<td>Lower quality</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher quality</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-beverage price elasticities</td>
<td>Lower quality</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher quality</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on Hill-McManus et al. values for Canada adjusted by Gruenewald et al.
for a given quality category was computed as the simple sum of the changes in consumption expected from the price changes under a given scenario.

Within beverage types, quality categories are equally distributed by sales of ethanol so the change in ethanol consumption by beverage type was computed by a simple mean of the values for each quality category. Total change in ethanol consumption was computed by a weighted mean, where the weights were given by total ethanol sales. This elasticity strategy was applied in all scenarios that report changes in consumption.

**Step 3: Estimating impacts of consumption change on federal excise tax revenues**

To determine changes in collected tax or revenue resulting from a change in consumption, we estimated changes in consumption for sales of each beverage quality class. We then combined the new sales estimates with the new prices used in each scenario, and summed them all to produce new total sales and tax figures. We then scaled our market coverage parameters to reproduce yearly national figures on the assumption that the distribution of BC alcohol prices was broadly representative of the nation. Because the estimated distribution of prices per standard drink was expressed in terms of percentages of both the total value and volume (in litres of ethanol) of the BC alcohol market, the assumption that this distribution applies to the whole of Canada is independent of the identity of the products sold, the level of overall consumption or the actual prices paid.

**Step 4: Estimation of impacts of changes in alcohol consumption on mortality and morbidity under each policy scenario**

Applying and developing methods used originally in the World Health Organization (WHO) Global Burden of Disease Study with updated systematic reviews and meta-analyses, we used InterMAHP to estimate the impacts of alcohol consumption changes on alcohol-caused mortality and morbidity. InterMAHP was created to estimate alcohol-attributable fractions for 43 disease and injury types partially attributable to alcohol use. The second version of this resource has a feature that enables calculating changes in rates of harm due to changes in per capita consumption. Notable assumptions applied in InterMAHP for these purposes are that (1) a continuous distribution of drinking levels across any population follows a gamma distribution (as demonstrated and described for multiple countries, including Canada, by Kehoe et al.); and (2) change in 100% alcohol-attributable conditions due to a change in per capita consumption can be estimated by an absolute risk function calibrated to the observed incidence of each condition

To perform such estimations, it is first necessary to have reliable estimates of per capita consumption for the population in the year of interest; an estimate of additional unrecorded consumption; and data on numbers of deaths and hospitalizations associated with diagnoses either fully or partially attributable to alcohol use. In the current study, we obtained per capita consumption data for BC and Canada as a whole from Statistics Canada and applied an assumed 10.1% unrecorded alcohol consumption for Canada using the WHO Global Information System on Alcohol and Health (GISAH). Data sourced originally from the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) on hospitalizations and from Statistics Canada on deaths were provided by the Canadian Substance Use Costs and Harms study for the year 2016 for all Canadian jurisdictions.

All estimates of alcohol-attributable morbidity and mortality and changes in these under each scenario were calculated by applying InterMAHP. When estimating the impacts of changes in per capita consumption on harm, InterMAHP assumes all changes are accrued immediately, even for impacts on long-term chronic illnesses. Population rates for some of these, such as liver cirrhosis, have been shown to respond immediately to changes in population consumption, while others, such as cancers, likely would respond over a longer time. Our methods thus count both the immediate and future effects caused by consumption changes, as if the policies had been implemented far enough in the past for longer-term health benefits to accrue.

**Scenario 1: Calculating revenue-neutral alcohol volumetric excise tax rates and structures**

In calculating the impacts on alcohol sales and related morbidity and mortality in 2016/17 had Canada implemented revenue-neutral volumetric excise tax rates, we considered two different tax structures: (1a) taxes distributed at a standard “unified” rate by volume of alcohol in each product; and (1b) taxes “stratified” by beverage type by volume of alcohol in each product.

In brief, we adjusted the portion of each product’s retail price in 2016/17 due to excise taxes as required by each scenario and then scaled the distribution of taxes to assure revenue neutrality (i.e. produce the same revenue observed in 2016/17 – total alcohol revenues from 1a and beverage-specific revenues for 1b. We constructed an input vector θ of alcohol volumetric excise tax rates whose output would match a vector V of estimated volumetric excise taxes collected for all three scenarios. We defined the distance between our prospective scenario and the existing tax structure as the Euclidean distance to the vector C of estimated excise tax collected under the current structure:

\[
d_{C}(V) = \sum_{i} (V_i - C_i)^2
\]

The composition of these two functions produced a single-valued multivariable function \( L(\theta) \) that we could then optimize (i.e. find the minimum value of \( L \)). When the input and output vectors were one-dimensional (scenario 1a), we applied the base R uniroot function. When input and output were multidimensional (scenario 1b), we applied simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation techniques to optimize the loss function.

In each scenario, we estimated ethanol volumetric excise tax rates that replicated, as closely as possible, total excise tax revenues collected under the current structure using the techniques described.

Scenario 1a applied a unified AVT for all beverages, estimated to be $6.705 per litre of ethanol. Scenario 1b involved calculating separate stratified AVT rates to deliver revenue neutrality for each beverage type, estimated at $4.679 for beer, $4.769 for wine and $11.454 for spirits.

**Scenario 2: Calculating inflation-adjusted excise tax rates to compensate for the lack of adjustment from 1991/92 to 2016/17**

In Scenario 2, we first estimated the change in alcohol consumption and
alcohol-attributable morbidity and mortality that would occur from an increase in excise taxes in 2016/17 that corrected for cumulative inflation from 1991/92 to 2016/17. For this scenario, we applied the same methods used in Scenario 1b for stratified AVTs, but now working with initial excise tax rates adjusted by cumulative inflation from 1991/92 to 2016/17, estimated at 1.5535 for that period or +55.35%.

Cumulative estimate for 1991/91 to 2016/17

We then estimated the cumulative impacts on consumption, revenue and harms of past failures to adjust excise tax rates. We assumed a counterfactual scenario in which excise rates had kept up with inflation from 1991/92 to 2016/17. We applied a compounded inflation rate, acquired from the Bank of Canada, to estimate excise taxes collected at the product level adjusted for inflation since 1991/92. For example, if the rate for a given product was $0.10 per litre of beverage and inflation was +50%, then the rate would be increased to $0.15 per litre of beverage. These new rates produced new prices across all beverage quality groups.

We estimated total excise taxes foregone by the Canadian government resulting from the failure to index these between 1991/92 and 2016/17. We accessed archived and current Statistics Canada data of total alcohol sales (in dollars and litres). Data for total litres of beverage sold were available for all years of study, but revenues were only available from 1993/94 to 2016/17 and excise taxation data were only available from 2004/5 to 2016/17. Revenues were imputed from total litres of beverage sales data, and excise collection was imputed from the Consumer Price Index using non-Bayesian linear regression method as implemented in the R package “mice.”

To implement the selected scenario where excise rates would have tracked inflation, we used consumption, price, and excise collection data to create a series of year over year per cent changes from 1991/92. We used these per cent changes to encode the assumed grandly exogenous factors that historically alter changes in price and consumption. Our prospective scenario induces relatively small changes in these factors, determined by the following iterative method.

Given each year’s beverage product price, and the proportion of that price that was due to excise taxation, we first increased the amount due to excise taxes by that year’s inflation rate. We then assumed that 100% of this inflated amount would be passed onto consumers. The resulting price change was then assumed to affect subsequent sales with an elasticity of −0.44, leading to changes in consumption that then affected net revenue; prospective excise collection was then determined as a proportion of net sales. These changes in consumption were then carried over to the following year’s prospective excise scenario. Sources of uncertainty were taken both from the Wagenaar et al. estimate of overall alcohol price elasticity and the method of imputation for historical excise duty rates. These uncertainties were then used in Monte Carlo simulations with 10000 draws to construct 95% confidence intervals, that is, a parametric bootstrap.

We estimated cumulative harms incurred from lack of indexing by a simple extrapolation from the preventable hospitalizations and deaths estimated in 2016/17. The 95% confidence interval endpoints were used to estimate the lower and upper bounds on preventable harms in 2017. These harms were projected over the period of 1991/92 to 2016/17 by assuming a linear relationship between population and preventable harms. We then rounded preventable deaths to the hundreds, and preventable hospitalizations to the thousands, to reflect the simplicity of this estimate.

Scenario 3: Estimating effects of an MUP set at $1.50 or $1.75 per standard drink

We computed each product’s price per standard drink and raised the price of each product that fell below the proposed minimum to the proposed minimum price for all products. This selective price increase changed the mean price per litre of beverage quality classes having at least one product that fell below the threshold. As before, we used these adjusted prices and the elasticities in Table 2 to estimate expected changes in consumption, one for each dataset, and proposed minimum price per standard drink.

Results

Precision of estimated distributions of ethanol sales by prices per standard drink

The distributions of ethanol sales volumes by price paid per standard drink across the three BC product-level prices and sales samples were very similar (Figure 1). We estimated the extent of overlaps between samples using 10000 bootstrap samples calculated using the overlapping bootstrap package. Resulting median estimates and 95% confidence limits demonstrated the...
following overlaps: 89.05% (87.17–90.83%) between the BC 2014 and BC April 2016 prices paid per standard drink; 88.48% (86.76–90.10%) between the BC 2014 and BC May 2016 prices paid per standard drink; and 92.44% (90.90–93.75%) between the BC April 2016 and BC May 2016 prices paid per standard drink.

Scenario 1: Revenue-neutral alcohol volumetric excise tax rates and structures

Based on our simulations, compared to current Canadian taxes\(^{11}\) the unified AVT (Scenario 1a) would have resulted in a considerable reduction in excise taxes contributed by spirits-based drinks, large increases for beers and small increases for wines (see Table 3). Unexpectedly, it also resulted in a very small 0.13% increase in overall per capita alcohol consumption after taking account of the impacts of price changes across the full price-quality spectrum and across beverage types, own- and cross-price elasticities.

The stratified AVT (Scenario 1b) was designed to generate the same revenue within each beverage type as under the existing system. The overall impact was just a 0.06% reduction in per capita alcohol consumption.

Scenario 2: Inflation-adjusted excise tax rates

Actual alcohol excise taxes collected in 2016/17 totalled $1556.1 million. Had taxes been inflation-adjusted since 1991/92, 55.35% greater tax revenues would have been received in 2016/17 (see Table 4). This amounts to an additional $846.30 million and would have been accompanied by a 3.83% reduction in per capita alcohol consumption. Applying this estimated change in the per capita consumption to national data on partially and fully alcohol-attributable morbidity and mortality using InterMAHP suggested that there would be approximately 3762 fewer hospitalizations and 329 fewer deaths in 2016.

The cumulative effects of the failure to index excise duty rates between 1991/92 and 2016/17 are summarized in Table 5. All told, we estimated that the federal government would have collected between $9.26 billion and $12.71 billion more from excise taxation and the Canadian population would have been consuming between 2.51% and 3.33% less alcohol in 2016/17.

Scenario 3: MUPs set per standard drink of alcohol

The largest impacts of any of the price and tax reforms estimated arose from introducing MUPs (see Table 6). If set at $1.50 per standard drink, per capita alcohol consumption in Canada would have fallen in 2016 by approximately 3.94%. If set at $1.75, consumption would have been reduced by 8.68%. These consumption changes in turn would result in 4.2% and 7.9% reductions in federal taxes collected, with reductions in excise taxes slightly offset by smaller increases in GST. Both types of minimum prices modelled in Scenario 3 resulted in estimated increases in overall expenditure on alcohol, $564.37 million for an MUP of $1.50 and $1.57 billion for an MUP of $1.75.

The 8.68% reduction in consumption from a $1.75 MUP would have resulted in approximately 8329 fewer hospitalizations and 732 fewer deaths in Canada in 2016.

Comparison of policy scenario effects by beverage type and product price/quality

Figure 2 conveys the full effect of different tax policy impacts by beverage type and quality class categories, showing stark differences in effects, especially on consumption of cheaper products. Both the revenue-neutral unified and stratified alcohol volumetric taxation strategies had fairly equal effects across different quality bands for all beverages (Scenarios 1a, 1b). However, the across-the-board increase in excise taxes adjusting for inflation (Scenario 2) appeared to increase consumption of lower quality products while both the MUPs (Scenario 3) resulted in marked decreases in consumption of these products.

Discussion

We estimated the effects on revenue, alcohol consumption and related harms of a variety of recommended pricing and taxation reforms\(^{9,9}\) by applying a matrix of price elasticities to a large dataset of prices, alcohol contents and sales volumes for over 10 000 products provided by a government monopoly alcohol distributor in a Canadian province. This modelling approach enabled us to simulate the impacts of different tax strategies while accounting for complex interactions related to price changes across different beverage types and “quality” classes of alcoholic beverages.

This approach provides a realistic assessment of tax impacts on sales of this “complex good.” Of note, our approach was made possible by the availability of BC price data used to estimate sales volumes distributed across two key variables, price per standard drink and excise taxes paid per standard drink, each expressed as a percentage of total value of the BC alcohol market. These distributions were estimated independently from three separate,
TABLE 4
Estimated effects in 2016/17 of introducing an alcohol volumetric tax adjusted for previous 25 years of inflation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>1991/92 to 2016/17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>−2.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in ethanol consumption (%)</td>
<td>Beer: −0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in harm (n)</td>
<td>Deaths: −329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed hypothetical tax policy reforms were based on theoretical and empirical evidence that they would yield public health benefits. However, it is hard to predict precise impacts on overall consumption given the complex interrelationships between price changes of different types of alcohol products beverages categorized by beverage and price categories.21

In Scenario 1, we estimated the effects of collecting alcohol excise taxes at a rate per litre of ethanol rather than per litre of liquid as is currently the case for most beverages. In theory, this should provide consumers with a price incentive to select lower alcohol content beverages and shift their consumption accordingly. Again, in theory it should be possible to reduce alcohol consumption across the whole population by such a strategy while maintaining revenue neutrality. Our first model established a single unified alcohol volumetric excise tax rate applied to all beverage varieties while achieving the same level of exercise revenue as obtained in 2016/17. In fact, when considering all the complex interrelationships between beverage types and qualities in terms of price elasticities, this resulted in a slight increase in overall consumption (0.13%), because decreased wine consumption was more than compensated by slightly increased consumption of beer and spirits.

Applying unequal adjustments to tax rates for different major categories of alcohol producers would likely create political difficulties, and so we also modelled an alternative policy scenario in which each of the major producers was equally affected/unaffected overall (i.e. the stratified AVT, Scenario 1b). The model that best meets these requirements estimated only a 0.06% reduction in per capita alcohol consumption. While there may be some virtues of directly applying excise taxes at a rate per litre of ethanol rather than per litre of liquid, when applied across the whole complex alcohol market, overall estimated impacts on total consumption and related harms appeared to cancel each other out in our models.

Starkly contrasting outcomes were obtained from Scenario 2 (excise taxes increased to compensate for a failure to index taxes for 25 years) compared with Scenario 3 (a $1.50 MUP). Each resulted in a total change in consumption of approximately −4%, but this reduction occurred in comprehensive samples of BC price data, each comprising more than 10000 products. The distributions estimated were very consistent.

The most striking finding was the superiority of MUPs as a means of reducing consumption and related harms compared with strategies that raise alcohol taxes across the full spectrum of alcohol products. For example, if an MUP of $1.75 per Canadian standard drink had been introduced in 2016, it would have reduced consumption by 8.68%, alcohol-attributable deaths by 732 and hospitalizations by 8329. In contrast, an across-the-board increase in alcohol excise taxes to compensate for inflation since 1997 would have resulted in reductions in consumption of only 3.51%, deaths by 302 and hospitalizations by 3453.

We likely underestimated the extent of the difference in outcomes from across-the-board tax increases versus MUPs because we were unable to take into account the disproportionate rates of alcohol-related harm experienced by people on low incomes consuming alcohol at the same rate as those on higher incomes.17,44 It is possible, therefore, that under some circumstances, across-the-board tax increases could increase the health burden from alcohol consumption as consumers shift to and use more lower quality goods. This will likely particularly affect consumers living at lower income who tend to drink cheaper alcohol, thereby increasing health inequalities in comparison with the reverse effect of introducing MUPs. This situation may arise because, while MUPs precisely target only the cheapest products known to be favoured especially by drinkers living on low incomes, our models predict that an across-the-board tax increase will increase consumption of these cheaper beverages (see Figures 2a to 2c). At the very least, we can conclude that our models found that MUP and across-the-board tax increases had reverse effects on consumption of cheap alcohol, the former decreasing and the latter increasing consumption.

TABLE 5
Estimated uncollected excise revenue and change in consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative outcome measure</th>
<th>Point estimate</th>
<th>95% Confidence intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in consumption by 2016</td>
<td>−2.91%</td>
<td>−2.51% to −3.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost excise revenue 1991–2016</td>
<td>$10.97 billion</td>
<td>$9.26 billion to $12.71 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seasonal change in consumption between beverage categories is well documented. The product-level datasets we used were from the spring and summer months when market shares of beer and refreshment beverages tend to be higher. Seasonal variations in total beverage market share were accounted for by temporal scaling parameters, but seasonal variation in individual product sales could not be estimated from the available data.

An additional unknown factor would be how manufacturers would respond to tax and minimum price changes. They would likely raise or lower the price they sell their products to the government distributor according to known changes in the final retail price. This would influence the potential to make profit from particular products. For example, 32% of individual cider products were listed as containing exactly 7% ABV, an artificial bright line in excise duty rates that marks an increase in duty collection. These products accounted for 50.8% of total ethanol sales among ciders. With an alcohol volumetric excise taxation, we would expect this type of clustering to disappear and a broader spectrum of strengths to occur. When considering MUP strategies, a majority of the additional revenue is unallocated by our models. One would expect producers to reactively raise the prime cost of their products to meet new MUPs, otherwise all of this unallocated revenue would be collected by government liquor authorities.

**Conclusions**

While a modelling exercise such as this can never precisely predict the future, it is capable of simultaneously considering a range of empirical inputs and complex interrelationships in order to provide a useful guide to the likely general outcomes of alternative policies. We suggest that the analyses presented in this paper support the following broad conclusions:

- Introducing national minimum pricing has substantial potential to improve public health and safety outcomes while, according to other evidence, reducing health inequalities to
a greater extent than across-the-board tax increases for all alcoholic products;

• The Canadian government lost substantial revenue over recent decades by not indexing alcohol excise taxes to the cost of living between 1985 and 2017, with attendant negative impacts on public health; and

• Some optimal public health as well as revenue collection benefits could be obtained by combining elements of each of the reforms proposed above, that is, by replacing the federal sales tax on alcohol with an alcohol volumetric excise tax adjusted to compensate for past lost revenues and combining this with a national minimum price, for example, of $1.75 a standard drink.

In addition to the public health benefits, this combination of policies should help reduce health inequalities by reducing alcohol-attributable harms for people living on low incomes while ensuring that the federal government gains additional revenue.
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